
ENGAGING TODAY’S CONSUMER:
THE MODERN APARTMENT SEARCH



Given the rapid advances in recent 
technology, the modern apartment 
search relies heavily on digital mobility 
and connectivity. Prospective renters can 
search for their perfect apartment from 
their phones, tablets, or computers, just 
to name a few. Evolving renter attitudes 
illustrate a shift away from established 
search processes toward those proven to 
be more social, intuitive, and efficient. The 
vast resources available to prospective 
renters provide the ability to personalize 
their search through an integrated use 
of multiple mediums. The popularity of 
social media, ratings and reviews, mobile 
and video should influence industry 
professionals to adapt to the new 
consumer. For Rent Media Solutions™ 
delved deeper into the ever-evolving 
search trends of today’s renters to better 
assist multifamily professionals in their 
quest to reach and engage 
with consumers. 

For Rent Media Solutions presents you 
with the Engaging Today’s Consumer: The 
Modern Apartment Search white paper.
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To better understand the methods used 
by prospective renters to identify and 
evaluate apartment communities, For 
Rent Media Solutions collected 12,223 
voluntary responses from current or 
prospective renters. The comprehensive 
survey, beginning on June 10, 2015 and 
ending June 26, 2015, was promoted 
through  email invitations and social media 
posts. A drawing for two $250 gift cards 
encouraged participation in the survey.
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AGE

At the beginning of the survey, 
participants were asked to 
identify with a given age group. 
The responses validate the 
collected data by illustrating the 
unbiased, diverse demographic 
sample used to evaluate the 
multifamily industry. The results 
also allow for the analysis of 

the most effective marketing 
strategies to target specific 
demographic profiles. A 
preliminary question required 
respondents to identify as 
current or prospective renters 
in order to take the survey, 
ensuring the value of collected 
data.

DEMOGRAPHIC
BREAKDOWN
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IDENTIFY & 
EVALUATE

UNDERSTANDING HOW RENTERS FIND AND MAKE A DECISION ABOUT A COMMUNITY



DON’T GO IT ALONE
Gone are the days when flyers 
and yard signs attracted the 
majority of renters. Why spend 
a weekend driving around 
neighborhoods of interest, 
when they have apartment 
shopping at their fingertips? 
When asked, “Which of the 
following do you use to research 
apartment listings?” with 
an option to select “all that 
apply,” 90% of consumers 
indicated they rely on 

internet listing services (ILS) 
while 48% selected mobile 
applications. The latter 
stat corresponds to a 2015 
study conducted by Google 
in which 68% of respondents 
also indicated that they use 
aggregator mobile apps.1 The 
benefits of these listings are 
undeniable, offering incredible 
exposure to properties that may 
otherwise not be discovered.

HOW DO RENTERS DISCOVER A

COMMUNITY?

90%
search for 
apartments 

using an ILS.

prefer mobile 
applications.

48%

1Google/Millward Brown Digital Real Estate Survey 2014; Google /iModerate Online Study 2014
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PRINT HAS A PLACE
While digital methods may be 
the preferred option for today’s 
apartment renter, it is important 
to acknowledge the role of print 
in the modern apartment search. 
While considered obsolete by 
many, it continues to engage 
17% of consumers surveyed. 
Taking advantage of magazine ads 
provides additional publicity and 
separation from competitors who 
disregard this valuable segment, 
as 17% of the renting demographic 
is a significant population that can 
not be ignored.  

A demographic analysis of 
research methods provides 
unique insights regarding specific 
consumer segments. While ILS 
websites remain the most popular, 
different age groups rely on 
different sources for supplemental 
information. It is important to 
maintain a variety of channels to 
make an impression on different 
market segments.17%

continue to 
engage via 

magazine ads.
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A prospective renter’s evaluation of 
an apartment relies on the quality 
of published content. Today’s 
ephemeral consumer relies heavily on 
visuals to gather information. In fact, 
photographs serve as the main 
resource for 80% of consumers 
when apartment shopping. High-
quality photographs are visually 
appealing and attract renters to further 
research an apartment, especially 
when showcasing featured amenities. 

For photography tips, check out 
Part I and Part II of “Showing off 
Your Apartment Community With 
Great Photos.” 

ABOUT A COMMUNITY?
HOW DO RENTERS MAKE A DECISION

Part I: 
bit.ly/AptPhotoTips1

Part II: 
bit.ly/AptPhotoTips2

state that photographs 
serve as a main resource.

80%
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ENCOURAGE AND EMBRACE FEEDBACK

76% say ratings and reviews are one 
of the most important aspects 
of an apartment search.

Along with viewing photos, 76% 
of consumers indicated that 
ratings and reviews are one of 
the most important aspects 
of an apartment search. While 
listing descriptions, photographs, 
videos, and other tools provided 
by properties showcase the 
physical assets of your community, 
resident reviews represent the 
unbiased opinion and experience 
of current renters. This helps 
to paint a complete picture of 
the community as a whole. The 
assessment of ratings and reviews 
by prospective renters require 
that property managers monitor 
online conversation regarding 
their community, responding to 

any negativity and maintaining a 
positive reputation. “Today’s Online 
Renter,” a 2015 study performed 
by SatisFacts Research™, 
yielded similar results with 67% 
of respondents indicating 
that they trusted ratings and 
reviews. The importance of 
addressing these reviews was 
validated when 49% also stated 
that receiving a reply to their 
review made them feel that 
they were a priority to the staff.
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Location is also a key player 
when it comes to narrowing 
down the search for an 
apartment. Location-based 
searches give consumers 
the ability to accommodate 
individual preferences, such 
as specific neighborhoods or 
school districts. In fact, 69% 
of those surveyed view 
location as a major factor 
in the decision-making 
process. The integration of 

maps depicting key points 
of interest surrounding an 
apartment community equips 
prospects with the information 
needed to make an educated 
decision. Actively marketing the 
benefits of a given location aids 
in both the identification and 
evaluation process conducted 
by consumers.69%

view location as a major 
factor in the decision-

making process.
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MOBILE
MOBILE CONNECTIVITY IN THE MULTIFAMILY INDUSTRY 

IS MORE THAN JUST CONVENIENT; IT’S REQUIRED



WHY MOBILE?
You’ve heard how important 
mobile is in the consumer’s 
search journey, but did you 
know that a whopping 84% 
of consumers actively 
search for apartments 
using a mobile device? 
This is a drastic increase from 
28% in 2013.1 Since mobile 
searches hold such weight, 
they are expected to provide 
the same resources and tools 
that are available through 
desktop websites with added 
convenience. 

Mobile devices, however, are 
typically used for different 
purposes than desktops. 82% 
of consumers surveyed 
use their mobile device to 
view floorplan images, 75% 
use mobile to contact an 
apartment community, and 

66% use mobile to read 
property reviews. These 
three particular features show 
the versatility of the modern 
consumer, now capable of 
making decisions remotely, 
contacting a community 
instantly and researching 
reviews on the go.

Similarly, in a study conducted 
by Google in 2014, 67% of 
respondents stated that 
they used their mobile 
device to locate a property, 
while 46% used mobile to 
read reviews.2

actively search 
for apartments on 
mobile devices.

84%

of consumers surveyed 
use their mobile device 

to view floorplan images.

use their mobile 
device to contact an 

apartment community.

75%82%

Learn how you can further 
engage mobile renters at 
bit.ly/IncreaseMobile

1Next Generation of Renters White Paper, 2013 
2Google/Millward Brown Digital Real Estate Survey 2014; Google /iModerate Online Study 2014
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VIDEO
THE MODERN CONSUMER DEMANDS MORE-

GIVE THEM WHAT THEY NEED WITH VIDEO



36%

Video resources are becoming 
increasingly more important, as 26% 
of prospective renters surveyed 
consider this feature to be a 
significant evaluative tool, as do 
40% of mobile users. Apartment 
videos provide a unique perspective 
into communities, helping potential 
tenants better understand the design 
and flow of the featured community. 
Similarly, in a digital real estate survey 
conducted by Google in 2014, it was 
found that 36% of 18-34 year olds, 
27% of 35-54 year olds, and 19% 
of 55+ year olds visited video-
sharing sites while researching 
a new apartment on their 
smartphone/tablet. 

Unlike photographs, video capabilities 
allow consumers to virtually tour an 
apartment, saving both the time and 
money required during a personal 
visit. By promoting apartment videos, 
managers ensure that the best 
resources are made available for 
consumer research, driving more 
qualified, rent-ready prospects. 

In conclusion, as the aforementioned 
Google study discovered, more and 
more consumers are turning to their 
mobile devices to consume media, 
in particular video. Therefore, it’s 
“important to establish a growing 
video presence, especially as 
millennials continue to enter the 
home-buying market and become a 
more attractive audience.”1

Videos give managers the 
opportunity to present listings in 
the most effective manner, helping 
influence consumer decision 
making. Showcasing particular 
amenities and features through 
a personal, virtual tour greatly 
benefits consumers by providing 
the insight needed to make an 
informed renting decision.

Viewing platforms such as 
YouTube extend the marketing 

reach to individuals looking at 
related properties or areas, 
leading to further promotion. 
Video tracking is incredibly easy 
and allows for the analysis of 
video efficiency. Videos also play 
a social role, allowing individuals 
to share with entire networks.

DRIVE QUALITY RESULTS

PRESS PLAY

40%

36%

of mobile users considered 
video to be an evaluative tool.40%

Read more about how you can leverage 
the power of video when marketing your 

community at: Bit.ly/EngageWithVideo

of 18-34 year olds visited video-
sharing sites while researching a 
new apartment on mobile.
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SOCIAL
CREATE, MAINTAIN, PROMOTE: SOCIAL 

MEDIA IS ESSENTIAL TO YOUR SUCCESS



of consumers are likely or very 
likely to interact with an apartment 
community on social media.43%

43%

Social interaction between prospects 
and communities drives the evaluation 
process. When asked how likely they 
are to interact with an apartment 
community, 43% of consumers 
stated they are likely or very 
likely to do so. The development of 
relationships with current residents 
influences a more positive impression 
made on prospects. 

It is imperative that managers 
create, maintain, and promote social 
media accounts for their property to 
encourage interaction with residents. 
Offering an interactive platform 
for consumers to ask questions 
and share experiences reflects the 
culture of an apartment community. 
Renters that may be interested in the 
community are also provided with 
information in the form of social media 
posts, whether they are images, 
videos, or written comments.
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76%

evaluate a property 
based on word-of-mouth.

Over
40%

evaluate a property based 
on ratings and reviews.76%

40% TRAVELS FAST
WORD

Learn how to effectively manage your online 
reputation:bit.ly/ManageYourRep

Your online reputation, be it in the form 
of social media or from numerous review 
sites, defines the public perception of your 
community. While managing your social 
media is important, managing your overall 
reputation is even more so. Since more 
than 40% of individuals evaluate a 
property based on word-of-mouth 
and 76% assess ratings and reviews, 
a strong reputation is the most effective 
marketing tool and requires significant 
management. Maintaining your online 
reputation can be a daunting task, but 
failure to do so can lead to an inability to 
establish a positive rapport with residents 
and understand consumer preferences.
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176,904
FACEBOOK IMPRESSIONS

80+ FACEBOOK 
COMMENTS

73 FACEBOOK

SHARES2,881
FACEBOOK CLICKS

CASE STUDY

Echelon, a property management company based in Colorado, dove headfirst into FRSocial in March 2014. 
For Rent Media Solutions’ premier social media management platform ensures that they have focused 
content and that their team stays streamlined, making their social media presence more efficient. With 
FRSocial, Echelon’s numbers (as of July 2015) increased as follows.

310
GOOGLE+ POSTS

7,428
FACEBOOK POSTS

1,833
FACEBOOK LIKES
(CONTENT LIKES)

365 
TWEETS

7,000+
FACEBOOK FANS
(206% ACROSS PORTFOLIO 

FACEBOOK PAGES)



In a world where the consumer’s search for an apartment crosses the path of multiple mediums and is 
constantly evolving with new technology, keeping up becomes more difficult every day. Delving in to the 
possibilities surrounding mobile, social and video, allows property managers to more effectively reach 

and engage with rent-ready prospects. With the research compiled in the Engaging Today’s Consumer: 
The Modern Apartment Search white paper, we hope you now feel more confident in your ability to 

successfully market your property, driving leads and quality traffic. 

CONCLUSION

For more information on how to apply the research found in 
this paper, please visit ForRent.com/solutions, or contact a 

local representative today!
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